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PODAB is a family owned Swedish business founded in 
1945 that prides itself as one of the leading providers of 
technologically advanced and innovative laundry equip-
ment. We provide our customers with professional drying 
cabinets of the highest quality, developed and manufac-
tured in Sweden. Drying cabinets have huge benefits over 
tumble dryers because they dry without mechanical action. 
Though traditional dryers will work for some of your items, 
more delicate pieces that are difficult to dry as well as 
heavy duty garments require a drying cabinet. If you prefer 
fast drying or need to dry large quantities, we have the 
products you’re looking for. Our drying cabinets are very 
energy efficient, durable, reliable and user friendly. The 
drying cabinets are automatically programed to measure 
both rest humidity and the correct temperature for each 
drying segment. PODAB is constantly evolving to provide 
its customers with an environmentally friendly, high quality, 
carefree laundry solution.

Innovative TechnologyInnovative Technology

Professional heavy duty textiles and accessories need a 
higher standard for the textiles to properly dry. Our pro-
fessional drying cabinets offer innovative solutions for the 
professional sector. Our drying cabinets are easy to use, 
are economical in consumption and offer high process 
reliability. 

Commercial machines need to meet the highest require-
ments: continual use, process large volumes, and uncom-
promisingly comply with hygiene regulations. Our drying 
cabinets dry without mechanical action which allows for 
gentle drying without friction of textiles and accessories 
using low energy consumption. They feature double fans 
and air-channels which create a perfect balance between 
evacuated and recirculated air. Cabinets can be custom-
ized with an array of options and accessories that fit your 
needs.
           Manufactured by PODAB AB

WHY DO YOU NEED A DRYING CABINET?WHY DO YOU NEED A DRYING CABINET?

• Dries without mechanical action which increases the garment lifespan.

• ECO friendly with low energy consumption.

• Built-in sanitization program greatly reduces allergens and bacterial contaminants.

• Electrically heated with recirculation air using fans.

• Built with high-quality coated galvanized steel for durability.

• 20+ years life expectancy with very little upkeep needed, no matter the usage.

• Our state-of-the-art Humidity Tracking System (HTS), allows you the ability to control the 

desired temperature and humidity for your garments with built in sensors. 

• Easy to reach display panel and easy to navigate programs with display, buttons and braille.
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Environmental Sustainability

Energy-Efficient 

Our modern laundry equipment can significantly reduce 
your energy consumption. PODABs products have been 
developed with an extra focus on an ecologically respon-
sible solution with lower impact on the environment. Look 
out for ECO innovation. This is our label for the PODAB 
products that have been developed with extra focus on 
contributing to a cleaner environment.

Coated Galvanized Steel 

The drying cabinets are made of high-quality coated 
galvanized steel. The production is therefore more energy 
efficient by using natural resources considerately to ensure 
a lower impact on the environment. The benefits are great: 
they are extremely durable, recyclable and also very  
hygienic.

Sustainability  

Our products are designed to provide an environmentally 
conscious laundry solution with high energy efficiency, 
leaving the smallest carbon footprint possible. Our premi-
um products guarantee quality, durability and an extend-
ed life expectancy. PODAB’s innovative technology and 
programs calculate the moisture, time and temperature 
required for textiles and accessories to not only come out 
perfectly dry but also be more environmentally responsi-
ble.
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Stables and RanchesStables and Ranches

Stables and ranches are demanding environments. Horses, 
riders, farm animals and their various accessories require 
professional equipment that ensures good care.

The laundry space in more demanding environments can 
be both pleasant and functional. PODABs larger drying 
cabinets, TS 63 E and TS 93 E, are excellent for stables 
and ranches. The drying cabinets have a solid construction 
and are developed to endure long-term use and strain. 
They are reliable and robust machines that are spacious 
and efficient. 

With our drying cabinet, TS 93 E, you can dry up to four 
saddle blankets at the same time, depending on the type of 
blanket being dried.

The two different sizes are optimal for drying the different 
textiles and accessories that need to be dried. The saddle 
blankets are huge, but you just swing out the rack and 
hand them on. The cabinets are ideal for ranches and 
stables since they are reliable and robust machines, made 
to withstand long-term loads.
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A PODAB drying cabinet makes everyone's washing ex-
perience better. PODAB created the drying cabinets as the 
perfect solution to dry quickly, easy and without any issues. 
The beauty of a drying cabinet is that we can offer a solu-
tion to suit all sizes of businesses and accommodations.

The drying cabinets are suitable for all types of textiles 
including wool and delicate items such as silk. Technical 
garments like sports and leisure jackets, that have high Ly-
cra and Nylon content can also be dried. Unlike a standard 
tumble dryer, the PODAB drying cabinets dry garments 
slowly and without mechanical action. This means that all 
garments can be dried and even last longer as they are not 
subjected to additional wear and tear in the drying process.

The cabinets have controls that allow the level of heat 
within the cabinet to be adjusted depending on its con-
tents. The drying cabinets are equipped with a Humidity 
Tracking System. This system monitors the moisture con-
tent within the cabinet every minute and can sense when 
the garments are 100% dry. It will automatically switch the 
unit off when dry, which saves time and energy. The HTS 
system gives real peace of mind, and allows you to walk 
away from the cabinet knowing that your garments will not 
be damaged and are safe.

Drying everyday garments can range from a simple blouse to a heavy winter coat, sport and leisure 
garments, footwear and everything in between.

Hospitality and Shared Laundry SpacesHospitality and Shared Laundry Spaces
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PODAB started developing drying cabinets for protective 
gear in the 1990’s. We were the first to develop these 
drying cabinets with unique hangers that dry the 
heavy-duty garments from the inside at the same time 
as the distribution of hot air within the cabinet dries them 
from the outside. The drying cabinet has an efficient and 
gentle drying process with programs customized for 
protective gear. The cabinet reduces wear and tear of the 
gear and minimizes exposure of toxic elements in the 
workers daily life.

Many industries and services use specialist workwear 
every day, from fire and emergency services, to airport 
ground crew, the armed forces, coast guard, navy, off 
shore rescue services and even freezer/cold store indus-
tries. The investment in heavy duty protective clothing and 
overalls is significant, but necessary, to provide protection 
and duty of care to staff. Many of these garments need to 
be cleaned, treated and dried with specialist knowledge.

PODAB offers a range of specialist drying cabinets for 
every commercial application. The cabinets are incredibly 
energy-efficient, boast low running costs compared to 
drying rooms, and are able to dry thick, padded suits 
without mechanical action.
The drying process will prolong the life of each garment 
and ensures that elements like the reflective tapes, 
various zips, toggles and buttons are not damaged in the 
drying process. The cabinets are suitable for all textiles 
and will also dry additional kit like rubber shoes, boots and 
helmets.

Drying cabinet for protective gear

 
PODABs drying cabinet, FC 20, is specially developed for
drying protective gear. It offers drying programs custom-
ized for heavy-duty garments and ensures a gentle and 
efficient drying process. FC 20 is equipped with specially 
developed hangers that dry the heavy-duty gear from the 
inside and the outside simultaneously. The cabinet reduces 
wear and tear of the garments since the drying process 
works without mechanical action. FC 20 can be used in 
different ways and has a flexible interior where you can 
easily change hangers for racks. It is equipped with 6 
unique hangers that dry the garments from the inside 
and can dry up to six large overalls at the same time. The 
hangers can easily be replaced with racks for boots or 
gloves if needed and it is possible to attach door mounted 
racks on the inside of the cabinet door for small garments. 

The equipment is dried both quickly and gently because of 
the cabinet’s smart construction.

Our FC20 drying cabinet is NFPA 1851 Guideline Compliant

Fire, Military and Emergency ServiceFire, Military and Emergency Service

Collaboration with Healthy Firefighters, Sweden
 
Our drying cabinet, FC 20, has been developed in close 
collaboration with Healthy Firefighters. Stefan Magnusson 
initiated the project Healthy Firefighters in Sweden. He 
developed a well-functioning method called “The Swedish 
Way”. The model describes how to change the routines 
at the fire stations to minimize exposure of dangerous 
substances.
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Polka Dot Test
This test proves the difference in wear and tear caused by mechanical action between a commercial tumble 
dryer and a drying cabinet.

 
We have compared wear caused by washing and drying without mechanical action with wear caused by washing and 
drying with mechanical action for our own machines.

Test method:

Comparative tests were done with so-called POLKA DOT monitors at a third-party test lab. The monitors consist of  
standardized, white cloths, covered with blue plastic dots, which are placed in washing machines and afterwards in a 
tumble dryer and drying cabinet.

Procedure:

Two separate laundry loads were provided with two monitors each. After washing, one monitor from each washer was 
placed in the tumble dryer, while one monitor from each washer was placed in the drying cabinet. After drying, the moni-
tors where taken out. 

By measuring in a spectrophotometer how much lighter each monitor has become and how the color has changed (de-
pending on how many blue plastic dots have fallen off), the effect of the mechanical action was then determined.
Results from the tests with POLKA DOT monitors show that the monitors that were washed and dried with mechanical 
action wore 64% more than those that were dried without mechanical action.

To summarize, drying with mechanical processing accounted for 39% of the total wear during washing and drying, which 
is avoided when drying in a drying cabinet.

Left picture: POLKA DOT monitor washed and dried 
         without mechanical action.

Right picture: POLKA DOT monitor washed and dried
            with mechanical action.
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ProLine 
TS 63 E

1. Electrical connection
2. Outlet exhaust

1

2

Front Left Side Frome Above

Dimentions in / mm A B C D E F

Width Depth Height Width with hanging rail Depth hanging rail Exhaust posision from back

TS 63 E 47.2 / 1200 25.1 / 638 73.6 / 1870 73 / 1855 57.2 / 1453 9.5 / 242

ProLine TS 63 E is a very energy efficient drying cabinet that dries textiles and accessories without mechanical action, 
ideal for drying delicate garments that should not be tumble dried. The innovative drying cabinet fits in laundry spaces 
where robust and reliable drying cabinets are required. This drying cabinet is equipped with a swinging rail system for 
easy use but can also be equipped with a single bar for standard hangers.

Fast drying cabinet
TS 63 E is an efficient drying cabinet. If it is important that it goes quickly, the TS 63 E is an optimal drying 
cabinet. 

Saves energy
TS 63 E is equipped with HTS (Humidity Tracking System) which senses the moisture level and interrupts 
the drying process exactly when the laundry is dry. TS 63 E consumes only 3.0 kWh / drying cycle.

Standard Features 

• HTS - Humidity Tracking System with temperature and humidity sensors.
• High temperature programs, up to 195F, greatly reduces bacterial contaminants and allergens.
• Microprocessor control with manual and automatic modes.
• Hanging rail rotates out 180° and doors open 190°.
• Double overheat protection with backup sensor for increased safety.
• Electric heated.
• Interior lighting.
• Easy to navigate programs with display, buttons and braille. Easy to reach display panel.
• Four automatic drying programs and one timed program. 
• Adjustable preset start time.
• Adjustable feet from the inside of the cabinet.
• Powder coated galvanized steel.

Optional Features 
• Single hanging bar.
• Door hook racks attached on the inside of the door for additional accessories.

C

A

F

D

E

B
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Main Data

Type Air vented

Hanging length, ft / m 52.5 / 16

Capacity (dry weight), lbs / kg 17.6 / 8

Color Grey

Product number 131033

Dimensions

Width x Depth x Height, in / mm 47 x 25.2 x 74 / 1200 x 640 x 1870

Hanging frame rotation, ° 180

Door opening, ° 190

Minimum ceiling height, in  / mm 82 / 2080

Shipping dimensions, Width x Depth x Height, in / mm 49 x 28 x 81 / 1250 x 700 x 2050

Weight

Weight, lbs / kg 320 / 145

Shipping data net, lbs / kg 351 / 159

Sound level

Airborne sound level, dB(A) 62

Consumption data, normal temperature

Drying capacity, oz/min  / g/min 2.2  / 62

Energy consumption, kWh 3.0

Residual moisture before drying, % 43

Residual moisture after drying, % 0

Standard electrical connections

Electrical connnection, 3P 208-240 V, 3P, 60Hz 

Electrical connnection, 1P (upon request) 208-240 V, 1P, 60Hz

Total effect, kW 6.3

Heating effect, kW 6

Breaker, A, 3P 30

Breaker, A, 1P 40

Air connections

Outlet exhaust,  Ø in / mm 4.9 / 125

Outlet air flow, cfm  / m³/h 135 / 230

Pressure drop, max psf / Pa 1.46 / 70

Maximum air flow (at 0% pressure), cfm / m3/h 200 / 340

Control

Languages, number 8

Other

Prepared for payment system Standard

Reversible hanging rack Standard

Optional Accessories

Single Bar 131070

Hooks for Drying Cabinet (3 separate rows with 4 hooks on each, 1 set is for 1 door) 131071

Technical Specifications ProLine TS 63 E
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ProLine 
TS 93 E

Dimentions in / mm A B C D E

Width Depth Height Depth hanging rail Exhaust posision from back

TS 93 E 71 / 1800 31.5 / 800 77 / 1955 204 / 2192 9.84 / 250

1. Electrical connection
2. Outlet exhaust

1

2

TS
 9

3 
E

Front Left Side Frome Above

The ProLine TS 93 E drying cabinet offers efficient hang drying for sensitive or hard to dry garments and textiles that 
should not be tumble dried, drying without mechanical action at exactly the right temperature and humidity. Featuring low 
energy consumption and short drying cycles comparable to standard tumble dryers, the TS 93 cabinet has large internal 
hanging space with racks that swing out for easy loading and unloading. A built-in sanitization program greatly reduces 
allergens and bacterial contaminants while manual and automatic programs allow for total flexibility during the drying 
process.

Fast drying cabinet
TS 93 E is an efficient drying cabinet. If it is important that it goes quickly, the TS 93 E is an optimal 
drying cabinet. 

Saves energy
TS 93 E is equipped with HTS (Humidity Tracking System) which senses the moisture level and 
interrupts the drying process exactly when the laundry is dry. TS 93 E consumes only 6.4 kWh / 
drying cycle.

Standard Features 
• HTS - Humidity Tracking System with temperature and humidity sensors.
• High temperature programs, up to 195F, greatly reduces bacterial contaminants and allergens.
• Microprocessor control with manual and automatic modes.
• Hanging rail rotates out 90° and doors open 190°.
• Double overheat protection with backup sensor for increased safety.
• Electric heated.
• Interior lighting.
• Easy to navigate programs with display, buttons and braille. Easy to reach display panel.
• Four automatic drying programs and one timed program. 
• Adjustable preset start time.
• Adjustable feet from the inside of the cabinet.
• Powder coated galvanized steel. 

Optional Features 
• Single hanging bar.
• Door hook racks attached on the inside of the door for additional accessories.

E

D

C

A B
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Main Data

Type Air vented

Hanging length, ft / m 105 / 32

Capacity (dry weight), lbs / kg 35.3 / 16

Color Grey

Product number 131034

Dimensions

Width x Depth x Height, in / mm  71 x 31.5 x 77 / 1800 x 800 x 1955

Hanging frame rotation, ° 90

Door opening, ° 190

Minimum ceiling height, in  / mm 87.2 / 2215

Shipping dimensions, Width x Depth x Height, in / mm 75 x 31 x 42 / 1915 x 790 x 1060

Weight

Weight, lbs / kg 518 / 235

Shipping data net, lbs / kg 606 / 275

Sound level

Airborne sound level, dB(A) 65

Consumption data, normal temperature

Drying capacity, oz/min  / g/min 2.9 / 81

Energy consumption, kWh 6.4

Residual moisture before drying, % 43

Residual moisture after drying, % 0

Standard electrical connections

Electrical connnection, 3P 208-240 V, 3P, 60Hz

Electrical connnection, 1P (upon request) 208-240 V, 1P, 60Hz

Total effect, kW 9.5

Heating effect, kW 9

Breaker, A, 3P 40

Breaker, A, 1P 70

Air connections

Outlet exhaust,  Ø in / mm 6.3 / 160

Outlet air flow, cfm / m³/h 210 / 350

Pressure drop, max psf / Pa 5.43 / 260

Maximum air flow (at 0% pressure), cfm / m3/h 353 / 600

Control

Languages, number 8

Other

Prepared for payment system Standard

Reversible hanging rack Not available

Optional Accessories

Single Bar 131072

Hooks for Drying Cabinet (3 separate rows with 4 hooks on each, 1 set is for 1 door) 131071

Technical Specifications ProLine TS 93 E
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NFPA 1851 Compliant
FC20 is a drying cabinet specially developed for drying personal protective gear. With an efficient and gentle drying 
procedure, the dryer has a capacity for 6 larger garments. One system dries the garments from the outside and another 
system dries them from the inside by directing 105°F air through the hangers into the protective gear. There is no  
mechanical action during the drying process which extends the fabrics service life. All programs meet NFPA 1851  
standards and will not damage the protective gear. Programs can also be set for other garments and station wear.

ProLine 
FC 20

FC
 2

0

Protective gear drying cabinet
FC 20 is our drying cabinet that will minimize exposure to hazardous elements 
in the firefighter’s daily lives. This drying cabinet will reduce wear and tear of the 
gear and it has customized programs for drying protective garments. Three manual 
programs and three automatic programs. The large display provides information via 
symbols and text, keeping you up to date during the drying process. 

Efficient drying process
The drying cabinet dries the garments from the outside and the inside at the 
same time. One system distributes hot air through the six unique hangers into the 
garments and one system distributes hot air within the cabinet to dry the garments 
from the outside. It is a very efficient and energy saving drying process.

1. Electrical connection
2. Outlet exhaust

1

2

Front Left Side Frome Above

Dimentions in / mm A B C D E

Width Depth Height Depth with door Exhaust posision from back

FC 20 71 / 1800 31.5 / 800 77 / 1955 62.6 / 1590 9.84 / 250

C

A B

E

D
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Main Data

Type Air vented

Capacity (dry weight), lbs / kg 44 / 20

Capacity, sets of turnout gear 6

Color Grey

Product number 131035

Dimensions

Width x Depth x Height , in / mm 71 x 31.5 x 77 / 1800 x 800 x 1955

Door opening, ° 190

Minimum ceiling height, in / mm 87,2 / 2215

Shipping dimensions, Width x Depth x Height , in / mm 75 x 31 x 42 / 1915 x 790 x 1060

Weight

Weight, lbs / kg 441 / 200

Shipping data net, lbs / kg 529 / 240

Sound level

Airborne sound level, dB(A) 65

Consumption data, normal temperature

Drying capacity, oz/min / g/min 2  / 55

Energy consumption, kWh 6.7

Residual moisture before drying, % 50

Residual moisture after drying, % 4

Standard electrical connections

Electrical connnection, 3P 208-240 V, 3P, 60Hz

Electrical connnection, 1P (upon request) 208-240 V, 1P, 60Hz

Total effect, kW 12.5

Heating effect, kW 12

Breaker, A, 3P 40

Breaker, A, 1P 70

Air connections

Outlet exhaust,  Ø  in  / mm 6.3 / 160

Outlet air flow, cfm  / m³/h 210 / 350

Pressure drop, max psf / Pa 4.4 / 210

Maximum air flow (at 0% pressure), cfm / m3/h 383 / 650

Control

Languages, number 8

Optional Accessories

Hooks for Drying Cabinet (3 separate rows with 4 hooks on each, 1 set 
is for 1 door) 131071

Hanger for Boots 131009

Hanger for Gloves 131008

Technical Specifications ProLine FC 20
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Drying of 6 heavy duty garments with membrane

Dry load, lbs / kg 44 / 20

Drying time, min 215

Drying capacity, oz/min  / g/min 2 / 55

Energy consumption, kWh 19.6

Residual moisture before drying, % 70

Residual moisture after drying, % 4

Drying of 6 heavy duty garments without membrane

Dry load, lbs / kg 44 / 20

Drying time, min 87

Drying capacity, oz/min  / g/min 1.6 / 46

Energy consumption, kWh 6.8

Residual moisture before drying, % 20

Residual moisture after drying, % 0

Standard Features

• Dries from the inside and outside simultaneously.
• Programmable control.
• 6 detachable hangers are included in the standard design.
• Drying capacity of 6 large garments.
• Gentle drying without mechanical action.
• Standard recirculation system from two fans, hot air.
• Program ends with “cool down” to room temperature.
• Double overheat protection with backup sensor for increased safety.
• Programmable control with 9 available programs allows maximum flexibility.
• Interior lighting.
• 71 inches wide - allows for more room between the gear for faster drying.
• Easy to navigate programs with display, buttons and braille. Easy to reach display 

panel.
• Adjustable preset start time.
• Adjustable feet from the inside of the cabinet.
• Powder coated galvanized steel.

Optional Fetures
• Detachable racks for gloves.
• Detachable racks for boots.
• Door hook racks attached on the inside of the door for additional accessories.

Humidity Tracking System - HTS
The FC 20 is equipped with the Humidity Tracking System (HTS) with temperature and 
humidity sensors. Senses the moisture level and interrupts the drying process exactly 
when the laundry is dry. 

NFPA Guidelines Compliant
NFPA 1851 compliant. 

Recommendation
We recommend to connect the air exhaust to the outside or to a central ventilation  
system to avoid contamination or unsafe air flow in the room.

Technical Specifications for Garments
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Product number: 131008

Product Accessories
With our optinal accessories, you will get a professional, ergonomic, carefree and flexible environment. We have all the 
accessories needed, such as a laundry cart, glove racks, hangers, boot racks, clothing rack and more. Below is a 
selection of our accessories.

Hooks for drying cabinet
Product number: 131071
For smaller garments. 
Mounted on the inside of one door. 
Fits drying cabinets in the ProLine series. 
3 separate rows with 4 hooks on each.

Laundry Cart TP4
Product number: 161033
Laundry cart with four castors for best mobility and 
deflector covers that minimize the risk of scratches.
Height basket front in / mm: 21  / 535
WxDxH in / mm: 34 x 20 x 28 / 610 x 520 x 872
Capacity Bushel: 2.5

Wall mounted ironing board
Product numner: 161011
Mounted against a wall and can be folded in when 
not in use. Adjustable height. 
LxW in / mm: 48 x 18 / 1214 x 435

Clothing rack for drying cabinets
Product number: 131070 (TS 63 E) & 131072 (TS93 E)
Provides the single bar option to dry clothes on hangers. 
Full length rack attached on each side of the cabinet. 
Fits drying cabinets TS 63 E and TS 93 E from the ProLine series.

Laundry Room Accessories

Hanger for Boots
Product number: 131009 
Specially designed hanger for boots for the professional 
drying cabinet ProLine FC 20. Warm air is led via the hanger 
into the boots and they dry faster.
For 2 pairs of boots.

Hanger for Gloves
Product number: 131008
Specially designed hanger for gloves for the professional 
drying cabinet ProLine FC 20. Warm air is led into the gloves 
via the hanger and they dry faster.
For 4 pairs of gloves per hanger.



We specialize in professional laundry equipment. For over  
75 years, we have focused on washing and drying 
equipment complemented by various accessory products.

Why PODAB?

Experts in Laundry Products since 1945

PODAB is a Swedish company that has been in 
the laundry business since 1945. We develop, 
manufacture and market quality products for the 
self-service sector and the professional sector. 
At PODAB, we innovate and offer equipment that 
benefits our customers as well as the environment. 
When choosing PODAB, you know that you will get 
energy and water efficient products. 

Please feel free to contact us! 

Copyright © 2022 PODAB Group, All rights reserved. 112022.

PODAB Group, 1330 Main Street , Floor 2
Sarasota, FL 34236, USA 

info@podab.us
+1 (800) 683-4873

www.podab.us


